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Energy efficiency policy – a few lessons
• Many cost effective measures exist – barriers hinder
them  regulation
• ‘Transaction costs’ make energy efficiency difficult &
less politically acceptable
• Higher targets make energy efficiency less economic
• Regulation and Energy Efficiency Obligation Schemes
(EEOS) work – Subsidies and information are more
acceptable
• Renovation of public buildings has faced opposition
• Electrification = energy efficiency policy
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Motivation
Energy efficiency

“Reducing GHG emisisons”
(by reducing energy)
To stabilise (global) energy demand
• 3% annual energy intensity
improvement required
(Last decade: 1,5 % but slowing)

“Keeping energy bill constant”
(offset higher energy unit costs by
less consumption)
Energy unit cost will increase as
result of energy transition (shortand medium term)
• Lower consumption balances out
prices

Motivation changes over time and by stakeholder group

Energy price ‘crisis’ creates new urgency for energy efficiency
Energy (gas, electricity) price volatility is a feature of the
energy transition
• Short-term: transfers, tax holidays targeted towards lowincome groups

• Medium-term: less dependence on spot (gas hub) prices,
joint gas purchsing (?), adjust electricity market design
• Medium-long-term: doubling down on energy transition to
reduce dependence on global energy commodities prices

 Energy effficiency is insurance against price spikes (“ Just
transition in action”)

‘Just transition in action’
Addressing needs for low-income groups
• Housing insulation
• Efficient heating
• …

Electrification is best energy efficiency policy
• Support for electrical vehicle purchases
• Access to cheap electricity
• …

“No government has
undertaken street-by-street
housing renovation”

“A policy which fails to
bring electrical vehicles,
heat pumps, solar panels
etc not to everybody will
neither be ‘just’ nor
acceptable”
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